STAFF REPORT
ACTION REQUIRED

Approval of Art Concepts for
Coxwell, Wellesley, Royal York,
Ossington and St. Clair West Stations
Date:

December 16, 2015

To:

TTC Board

From:

Chief Executive Officer

Summary
In accordance with the TTC’s “Art in Public Transit Facilities” policy, public art is being
provided at five stations as part of the Easier Access Phase III and Second Exit projects
and is being administered in groups in co-ordination with the project construction
schedules.
Five stations are included in this initial group: Coxwell, Wellesley, Royal York,
Ossington and St. Clair West. An open call for artist prequalification was held and a jury
selected three artists per station to provide art concepts. Artists and art concepts for the
five stations were selected by juries consisting of artists, art educators and art
administrators including a local representative, and the TTC’s chief architect and were
facilitated by the TTC’s art consultant. The concepts have been shown to the community
as part of a series of public open houses.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Board approve the public art concepts for these projects,
noting that the TTC’s “Policy for Art in Public Transit Facilities” has been followed:





Coxwell Station Easier Access: “Forwards and Backwards” by Jennifer Davis and
Jon Sasaki;
Wellesley Station Second Exit and Easier Access: Low-relief sculptural mosaic
by Gisele Amantea;
Royal York Station Easier Access: “rabbit STOP” by Noel Harding;
Ossington Station Easier Access: “The Particles” by Scott Eunson and
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St. Clair West Station: “The Commuters” by Rhonda Weppler and Trevor
Mahovsky.

Implementation Points
Once art concepts are approved, the art designs will be fully developed and proceed to
fabrication and installation in coordination with the project construction work.

Financial Impact
The Easier Access Phase III and Second Exit projects are budgeted projects included in
the TTC’s 2015-2024 Capital Program which was approved by City Council on March
10/11, 2015. In accordance with the TTC’s art policy, the art budget is set at
approximately 1% of the construction budget for these projects. This policy is attached
as Appendix A.
This amounts to $128,000 for Coxwell; $146,000 for Wellesley; $156,000 for Royal
York; $126,000 for St. Clair West and $116,000 for Ossington Station.

Decision History
A Pre-Qualification for Artists was released July 25, 2014. There were 89 respondents
from which three (3) artists were selected for each location to provide art concepts for the
artist's preferred station. A Request for Proposal (RFP) for each individual station was
issued on March 6, 2015 for the short-listed artists to submit art concepts for the stations.
The art concepts were reviewed by TTC for general compliance to TTC design standards
and technical specifications. The artists presented their art concepts to the juries between
June 10 and June 12, 2015. The juries assessed the art concepts based on selection
criteria to ensure the art would inspire commuters, symbolize the character of the
surrounding neighbourhood and represent the TTC's dedication to excellence of service.
Refer to Appendix B for descriptions and the jury statements for each of the selected art
concepts.
The selected artists were subsequently notified and Public Open Houses were scheduled
to present the art concepts to the community. The local Councillors were briefed before
the Public Open Houses. At the Councillor’s request, the Coxwell Public Open House
was held on June 23, 2015. The other stations were held as follows: Wellesley on
October 1; Royal York on October 6; Ossington on October 8; and St. Clair West on
October 22, 2015.
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The Public Open Houses were generally scheduled to occur after the summer to increase
availability for attendance and to associate the Open House to a relevant project
construction update to the community.

Issue Background
Most recently, public art was included in the Modernization projects at Dufferin and Pape
Stations and the Union Station Second Platform project. In conjunction with the TTC's
Engineering Department and consistent with the TTC’s “Art in Public Transit Facilities”
policy, the provision of public art has been included in the Easier Access and Second Exit
projects.
The process followed to procure the public art for the Easier Access and Second Exit
projects is similar to that for other TTC projects and is consistent with the City of
Toronto’s process. The juries are selected and guided by an art consultant; these are 5
member juries with at least one local (to the station) representative. Each art concept was
engaged in a rigorous evaluation process and evaluated against three main criteria: artistic
merit; relationship to the public; and relationship to the site. The technical feasibility of
each art concept was also evaluated by the TTC’s Chief Architect and Senior Project
Engineering Coordinator for the Easier Access projects as well as by the jury.
Public art will continue to be commissioned in a similar way for upcoming Easier Access
and Second Exit projects in coordination with the project construction schedules.
Easier Access projects provide an accessible path from street to platform levels with the
addition of elevators, automatic doors, signage and associated equipment.
A fire and life safety study in 2002 identified 14 high priority stations requiring a second
exit. A second exit will improve the level of safety in stations in the event of a major
incident by providing a second means of egress from station platform levels to street level
where currently only one exists.
Coxwell, St. Clair West and Ossington Station Easier Access projects are currently under
construction. Royal York Station Easier Access will commence construction in 2016.
Wellesley Station Second Exit is currently under construction and Wellesley Station
Easier Access will commence construction in 2017.

Accessibility/Equity Matters
Public art at these five stations is provided as part of the Easier Access project. Easier
Access projects provide for an accessible path for persons with disabilities from street
level to station platform levels with the addition of elevators, automatic doors, signage
and associated equipment.
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Comments
The Public Open Houses were generally well attended and comments relating to the art
concepts were overwhelmingly positive. Some concerns were expressed with respect to
cleaning, maintenance, damage and theft; these issues will be addressed at the detail
design stage to ensure the art is well secured and that the materials are durable and
maintainable.
The Woodbine Station Second Exit and Easier Access project was also included in this
initial group of projects; however, the jury chose not to select any of the three art
concepts submitted as each failed to fulfil one or more of the selection criteria. The
Woodbine public art will be included in the next group of projects. The RFP's for next
group of projects is scheduled to be issued in Q1 2016.

Contact
Stephen Stewart,
Project Manager – Construction Department
Phone: 416-393-7895
Email: steve.stewart@ttc.ca
Jane Murray
Chief Project Manager – Construction Department
Phone: 416-397-8711
Email: Jane.Murray@ttc.ca
November 16, 2015
50-89-90
03075-897-19

Attachments
Appendix A: TTC Policy “Art in Public Transit Facilities”.
Appendix B: PowerPoint Presentation slides from the Public Open Houses regarding
the Public Art: Coxwell, Wellesley, Royal York, Ossington and St. Clair
West.
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2.1.0 Art in Public Transit Facilities
1.0

RESPONSIBILITY
Chief Capital Officer

2.0

PURPOSE
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that art is an integral
component of the design for public areas of transit facilities,
wherever possible, and that the artwork selected is suitable
for its intended location.

3.0

DEFINITIONS
Public art is that which exists in the public space of
TTC station facilities and includes all works that are
commissioned, purchased, or donated. Art may be
fully integrated or stand-alone.

3.2

Temporary displays are for periods of five years or
less.

3.3

Integrated art is art which replaces or is integrated
into standard facility finishes or fixtures.

3.4

Stand-alone art is that which is not integrated as
station finishes, which is movable, and which may
require a designated area or permanent display case
for its' protection and mounting. All art which is
located externally to a station will be considered
stand-alone art.

3.5

Public areas are defined as those areas to which the
general public has access, and for the purpose of
associated cost (see 5.1) includes all new structure,
services, and finish required to form the space as an
entity.

03075-897-21

3.1

4.0

APPROVAL PROCESS
4.1

The Board will approve the proposed work and its
location for the installation of any artwork or artefact
in a public transit facility.

4.2

Prior to Board approval, each proposed artwork or
artefact will be reviewed for conformance with the
technical specifications and general requirements of
the TTC design standards.

4.3

Prior to Board approval:

http://ttcvmO1.ttc/policy/02_ 0 1_00.SHTML
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4.4

5.0
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6.0

7.0

4.3.1

Artists of permanent installations shall be
selected using an open competition process
and in conjunction with the City of Toronto's
Art Committee for Public Places.

4.3.2

Temporary displays of artwork or artefacts
shall not compromise safety and operational
standards in public areas.

4.3.3

Donated artwork or artefacts will be reviewed
for approval by the City of Toronto's Art
Committee for Public Places.

4.3.4

The City of Toronto's Art Committee for Public
Places will be involved from the outset with
regard to new projects that will involve the
integration of art in public transit facilities.

Art selection juries, when convened, will include one
member representing the TTC. The subject matter of
the artwork or artefacts selected shall be non
qffensive and in accordance with general community
standards. The artist of each approved artwork must
enter into an agreement with the TTC to provide the
finished installation, including maintenance manuals.

INSTALLATION
5.1

The standard allowance for public art shall be at least
1% of the overall cost of the public areas bf the
facility.

5.2

The installation of stand-alone art will be in response
to gifts, grants, or sponsorship and shall be
processed in accordance with Toronto Urban
Planning's Percent for Public Art Program.

5.3

It is TTC policy to integrate an artist into the design
team at the outset of new TTC projects in public
transit facilities.

OWNERSHIP AND INSURANCE
6.1

Ownership and the responsibility for insurance,
inspection and maintenance of completed stand
alone art (except routine cleaning of station surfaces
and display cases) shall be transferred to the City.

6.2

Ownership and responsibility for integrated art shall
remain with the TTC.

REMOVAL
Artwork or artefacts may be removed with the Board's
approval at any time on the recommendation of staff, subject
to consultation with the artist and the Board.

8.0

COST

http://ttcvmOl.ttc/policy/02_01_00.SHTML
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8.1

The cost of stand-alone artwork or artefacts,
including display cases, installation, inspection,
maintenance (except routine cleaning of station
surfaces and display cases) and removal costs, as
well as associated staff time, will not be borne by the
TTC, except as noted in 8.2, unless such cost is
approved by the Board.

8.2

The cost of integrated art is included in the project
budgets of the Capital Program, which is approved by
the City. When stand-alone installations are included
in new facility construction, any required display
cases or structural supports will be incorporated into
the facility design and included in the integrated art
budget for the project.

8.3

For artwork or artefact costs not covered by the City,
funding may be canvassed through grants or from
private sources or a combination of public and private
funds.

8.4

Where art is installed that will likely require future
maintenance or conservation which is beyond the
expectation of normal operating maintenance, an
amount not less than 10% of the art budget shall be
included in the project budget, and shall be deposited
with the City for that purpose.
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9.0
TEMPORARY DISPLAYS - COMMUNITY GROUPS AND
SCHOOLS
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1QO

9.1

Temporary display of artwork in permanent display
cases included at existing subway stations or any
future subway station installations, will be the
responsibility of the Head of Customer
Communications- Customer Communications
Department.

9.2

Temporary displays of community art shall be for
short periods of time, not exceeding five years in
duration.

9.3

Community art is not subject to approval by the City
of Toronto's Art Committee for Public Places, unless
recommended by staff. All such art shall be
approved by the Chief Customer Officer.

REFERENCESOURCES
Toronto Urban Design - Percent for Public Art
Program Guidelines
TTC Design Manual

© Copyright 20 15 Toronto Transit Commission. Unauthorised duplication or use prohibited.
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Appendix B

TORON T O TRANS I T COMMISS I ON

Coxwell Station Easier Access
Construction Update and Public Art Concept
Danforth Mennonite Church
June 23, 2015

Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION

Coxwell Station Public Art
• Station upgrade work is subject to TTC Public Art Policy
• Art will be an important component of the station
improvements
• Art jury including a local representative will review
proposals
• One artist selected to produce artwork
• Concept presented to community at open house
• TTC Board approves concept
• Artist develops the artwork in co-ordination with the
Easier Access Project

June 23, 2015

Construction Update Open House

2

9

Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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T O RO NT O TRA N SI T COMM ISSION

Public Art
Jury Statement
Having reviewed three excellent public art proposals for the Coxwell
TTC station, the jury unanimously selected "Forwards and Backwards"
by Jennifer Davis & Jon Sasaki. The jury was impressed by the
evocative elegance of this piece and felt that it skillfully summed up
the character of the neighborhood- hopeful, dramatic, playful and
exciting- without anchoring it specifically to any one cultural group or
historic era.
We believe that "Forwards and Backwards" is an appropriate,
achievable work that may easily be embraced as a neighbourhood
gem in the future. We are pleased to recommend its installation in the
Coxwell TTC station.
Cindy Rozeboom, Jury Member & Managing Director of East End Arts

June 23. 2015

Construction Update Open House
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Public Art Concept

Forwards and Backwards by Jennifer Davis and Jon Sasaki
June 23, 2015

Construction Update Open House
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Forwards and
Backwards
Jennifer Davis and Jon Sasaki
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Forwards and
Backwards
Jennifer Davis and Jon Sasaki
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Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION

Open HouseWellesley Station Second Exit
Construction Update and
Public Art Concept
YMCA- 20 Grosvenor Street

October 1, 2015

7

Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISS I ON

Public Art Conce.pt ·
• Station upgrade work is subject to TTC Public Art
Policy
• Art will be an important component of the station
improvements
• Art jury including a local representative reviewed
proposals
• One artist selected to produce artwork
• Concept presented to community this evening at
open house
• TTC Board approves concept
• Artist develops the artwork with the TTC Chief
Architect and Easier Access Project team
October 1, 2015

Open House- We llesley Station Second Exit Construction Update & Public Art Concept

8
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Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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Public Art
Gisele Amantea- Artist's Statement
uThe thematic of the artwork is
movement and history... The optical
sense of movement created by
the combination of line and colour
is emphasized by the graceful
physical undulation of the surface
of the artwork... The colours are
based on the colour-set of the
original glass tiling of the stations
on the Yonge Street line ... My desire
would be... to create a work that
has artistic integrity, that captures
the imagination, is open to multiple
interpretations and experiences ... "
October 1, 2015

Open House- Wellesley Station Second Exit Construction Update & Public Art Concept

9
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Jury's Statement
..Gisele Amantea's proposed artwork for Wellesley Station
is a low-relief sculptural mosaic, architecturally integrated
into the station's curved wall, slated for reconstruction.
The Jury felt that the location on the interior curved
convex wall was preferable. Amantea's artwork will marry
beautifully with the space, make the three-dimensional
nature of the work read even more dynar:nically, and bring
a high level of sophisticated beauty to the central core of
the station. The mosaics sweeping, undulating patterns
of intricate tilework with diverse, vibrant colouration will
greatly enrich the experience of using the station ...

- Paul Raft, Juror and local representative
October 1. 2015

Open House- Welles ley Station Second Exit Construction Update & Public Art Concept

77

Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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T O RO NTO TRAN SIT C O MM I SS ION

Public Art

Low-relief sculptural mosaic, architecturally integrated
into interior curved convex wall
October 1, 2015

Open House- Wellesley Station Second Exit Construction Update & Public Art Concept
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Gisele Amantea

Concept Two

Wellesley Station Proposal

Exterior - Wellesley Street

Elevation Detail - Artwork with Stainless Steel Frame
Exlerior Walls ·Wellesley S1ree1

1

1

/
Location of Artwork

Exterior View

View to the East

12

Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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G ise le A mantea
Wellesley Station Proposal
Concept One
Interior- Drum Wall

Artwork
3048 mm H x 8534.4 mm W

-

--

a!
Drum Wall

::· ~f: ...J
_ ...1'1~
,~,..

---G;~ - ·

Elevation View

Wall Section

30 Simulation

Interior Drum

13

Location of Artwork
Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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T O RO NTO TRANSIT C OMMISSION

Royal York Station
Easier Access Project and Public Art
Community Update and Public Art Concept
October 6, 2015

Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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TORONTO TRAN SI T C OMM I SSION

Royal York Station Public Art
• Station upgrade work is subject to TTC Public Art
Policy
• Art will be an important component of the design
• Approximate value $156,000
• Art jury including a local representative
recommended concept
• Concept presented to community at public open
house on ·october 6, 2015
• TTC Board to approve concept and award contract ·
October 6, 2015

Royal York Station Easier Access Project and Pub l ic Art

15

Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION

Royal York Station Public Art

October 6, 2015

Royal York Station Easier Access Project and Public Art

11

Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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Royal York Station Public Art
I was delighted to be a member of the jury that selected Noel Harding's proposal for the Royal
York Subway Station. As the local representative on the jury, I have a particular connection to this
rather utilitarian structure as most of the people I spend my day with, as Head of the Department at
Etobicoke School of the Arts, pass through the station on their way to and from the School.
The jury believes Noel Harding's proposal to be successful in how effectively it engages public
imagination and how well it reflects contemporary artistic practice, at the international level. Mr.
Harding has managed to integrate relationships with language, interpretation, perception and
experience, using the dual voices of artist and curator. The experience of this work, as a whole,
and the activation of space beyond the individual artworks are in keeping with some of the most
influential art work being exhibited today. Mr. Harding's installation provides touch points and
engagements for, I can imagine, most TTC customers.
There is an element of delight and wonder within what Mr. Harding has proposed; a careful
combination of humour and intellect. This duality will be presented through the use of recent
printing technologies- both two and three dimensional -to transform Royal York Station into a
pulsing and active "cabinet of curiosities".
Mr. Harding's artwork will provide a catalyst for active engagement, inquiry, curiosity, and
commitment. It was a great honour to be part of the team that selected Mr. Harding's proposal.
I will be enormously excited to hear of people's reactions, once the work is installed.
Matthew Varey, Juror and Community Representative
October 6, 2015

Royal York Station Easier Access Project and Public Art

17
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Coxwell Station EA Public Art Concept
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In "The Tortoise and the Hare." we are are q uickly introduced tO what woll be the central
problem or conflict of the stol) when two character.. decide tO hold a race In Clas•ical
times the stol) was annexed to a philosophical problem b) Zcno of Elea to ...

demonstrate that movement is impossible to define satisfactorily .

In the Fable\ of Aesop trnn,lated into
Human ~:uurc I 1857).the hare is changed
to a thoughtful craftsman prostrate under
the foot of a capitalist. In "The True
Hi\101) of the Tortoi'><: and the Hare•
(1915)

An old Grcc~ \Ource commcnL\ th:ot
"man> people hti\C good natural :obilitie'
\\hich are ruoncd b) odlcnc"; on thc other

hand. \Obrict).lc:al and pc"c'·cnmcc c:.n
prc\·aal O\cr indolence . l ..atcr irucrprctCf'\

hti\C a\\Crtcd th:ttll ;, the pro,erbial

the hare realizes the stupidity
ofthe challenge and refuses to
proceed any further.

the more haste , the worse speed
or the Biblical ob,cn at ion th:ot

the race is not to the swift
IEccle>ia\lc\ 9. 11).

rabbit STOP
TIC Royal York Statio11
noel harding
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TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION

Ossington Station
Easier Access Project
Construction & Public Art Concept Update
Open House- College/Shaw Library
October 8, 2015
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PUBLIC ART CONCEPT
• Station upgrade work is subject to TTC Public Art Policy
• Art will be an important component of the station improvements
• A 'r t jury including a local representative reviewed proposals
• One artist selected to produce artwork
• Concept presented to community this evening at open house
• TTC Board approves concept
• Artist develops the artwork with TTC Chief Architect and the
Easier Access Project team

22
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JURY STATEMENT
The jury was impressed with the thorough research that the artist
conducted to develop his proposal; considered together with his past public art
projects, we felt great confidence in his abilities to achieve his intended goals.
He made a careful study of material choices, the station's wayfinding, existing
signage, colours and architectural details, and the flow of movement
·
throughout it. We liked that the work engages passengers that regularly use
the station, as well as those that pass through it. The artist's hands-on
production plan is highly cost efficient, allowing for an artwork of considerable
scope, within the budgetary allowance. The simplicity of the overarching
concept is balanced by the rich and subtle variety of detail in his ~~particle"
formations, and the pleasing tactile quality of their form and texture. We
anticipate that the project will enrich the transit experience for visitors and
regular commuters alike.
JJ • • •

JJ

-Heather Nicol,
Juror and community member
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PUBLIC ART AT OSSINGTON
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SCOTT EUNSON -ARTIST'S
STATEMENT
11

appreciate the clean,
straightforward aesthetic of the original
Ossington station design, and I propose
to create a number of installations that
populate the vast tile grids of the
station walls, creating a finer scale and
texture that references history, growth
and movement... The Particles will act
as an informal way-finding system,
responding to the need for visual cues
to navigate the station, hinting at paths
and giving the spaces a sense of flow
and visual interest."
1
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OSSINGTON PARTICLES

SCOTT EUNSON
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OSSINGTON PARTICLES

SCOTT EUNSON
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Appendix C

TO RONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION

St. Clair West Station
Easier Access Project
Construction & Public Art Concept Update
Open House - Holy Rosary Parish Hall
October 22,2015
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PUBLIC ART CONCEPT
• Station upgrade work is subject to TTC Public Art Policy
• Art will be an important component of the station improvements
• Art jury including a local representative reviewed proposals
• One artist selected to produce artwork
• Concept presented to community this evening at open house
• TTC Board approves concept
• Artist develops the artwork with TTC Chief Architect and the
Easier Access Project team
.., .
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RHONDA WEPPLER & TREVO'R
MAHOVSKY- ARTISTS' STATEMENT
out of the tradition of sculpture as
architectural ornament... The artwork
draws attention to three elements of
the setting: its proximity to surrounding
ravines and parks; its commuter
function; and its subterranean
character. The installation is partly
inspired by Pierre Berton's Secret World
of OG an underground world of
creatures who create a culture out of
things... carelessly left... under station
benches and subway seats... "
# •• •
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PUBLIC ART AT STCLAIR WEST
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JURY STATEMENT
JJThe decision of the jury was unanimous in awarding this commission
to collaborating artists Rhonda Weppler and Trevor Mahovsky. Their proposed
artistic intervention is highly site-specific and responds successfully to its
context in a variety of ways. This work will animate and enliven an
environment which is architecturally interesting, in its own right, and will
highlight the space as a vertical threshold into the earth. Relatable across
generations, interpretable in a multitude of ways, the content in the work
triggers our contemplation of ties between natural and human-made realms.
Finely crafted durable objects, the individual components of the installation are
highly detailed, intricate and vary completely from one to the next providing
transit riders with an artwork which can be re-experienced from numerous
viewpoints within the station.
JJ

-Paul Aloisi, Jury Member and Local Representative
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RHONDA WEPPLER/
TREVOR MAHOVSKY
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